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answer definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 08 2024
b1 a solution to a problem it s a difficult situation and i don t know what the answer is there s no easy answer to the problem thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and

answers the most trusted place for answering life s questions Mar 07 2024
answers is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the questions you want

answer meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Feb 06 2024
verb uk ˈɑːnsə r us answer verb words add to word list a1 to speak or write back to someone who has asked you a question or spoken to
you i asked when she was leaving

answer verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Jan 05 2024
intransitive transitive to say write or do something as a reaction to a question or situation synonym reply i repeated the question but she
didn t answer please answer honestly she answered in the affirmative said yes answer something you

answer definition meaning dictionary com Dec 04 2023
noun a spoken or written reply or response to a question request letter etc he sent an answer to my letter promptly a correct response to
a question asked to test one s

answer noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Nov 03 2023
noun opal s ˈɑːnsə r ˈænsər idioms something that you say write or do to react to a question or situation i rang the bell but there was no
answer can t you give me a definitive answer the short answer is no the simple answer is that we don t know a question and answer
session

answer definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 02 2023
apr 12 2024   an answer is something that you say when you answer someone without waiting for an answer he turned and went in
through the door i don t quite know what to say in answer to your question synonyms reply response reaction resolution more synonyms
of answer 3 see not to take no for an answer 4 verb
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brainly learning your way homework help ai tutor test prep Sep 01 2023
a 50 0 ml of 0 88 m h2o2 and 10 0 ml of 0 50 m fe no3 3 were combined and a temperature change of 7 47 was observed the specific heat
of water is 4 18 j g c calculate the heat of reaction in kilojoules record your answer with the proper significan

answer meaning of answer in longman dictionary of Jul 31 2023
from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics telephone telegraph an swer1 ˈɑːnsə ˈænsər s1 w1 noun 1 reply countable
uncountable something you say when you reply to a question that someone has asked you syn response you don t have to give them an
answer now

answer dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english language Jun 29 2023
features word combinations noun verb word explorer word explorer see education the meaning of answer definition of answer english
dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers and students with advanced intermediate and

answer noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes May 29 2023
noun ˈænsər something that you say write or do to react to a question or situation i rang the bell but there was no answer a question and
answer session answer to something i can t really give an answer to your question have you gotten an answer to your letter as if in answer
to our prayers she offered to lend us 10 000

answer definition meaning merriam webster Apr 27 2023
1 a something spoken or written in reply to a question his answer surprised us b a correct response knows the answer 2 a reply to a legal
charge or suit plea also

answer definition in american english collins english dictionary Mar 27 2023
apr 16 2024   an answer is a letter that you write to someone who has written to you i wrote to him but i never had an answer back 8
countable noun an answer to a problem is a solution to it there are no easy answers to the problems facing the economy synonyms remedy
solution vindication more synonyms of answer

mathway algebra problem solver Feb 23 2023
free math problem solver answers your algebra homework questions with step by step explanations
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answer english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 25 2023
meaning of answer in english answer noun c uk ˈɑːn sə r us ˈæn sɚ answer noun c reaction add to word list a1 a reaction to a question
letter phone call etc in

what is the difference between an answer and the answer Dec 24 2022
this likely refers to the general case of a student having a question the student wants to find the answer to the question or possibly an
answer for the general case of an unknown unspecified question the answer is usually used at least i would and that seems to be what i ve
seen although an answer would also be correct

study resources all subjects answers Nov 22 2022
check your homework study for exams and boost your grades today with help from q a verified answers and study guides

ap computer science a past exam questions college board Oct 22 2022
ap computer science a the exam ap computer science a past exam questions free response questions download free response questions
from past exams along with scoring guidelines sample responses from exam takers and scoring distributions

answer in a sentence examples 21 ways to use answer Sep 20 2022
in conclusion sentences with the word answer typically involve responding to a question providing a solution or offering a reply to a query
these sentences can vary in structure and complexity but they all share the common thread of giving a response or addressing a specific
inquiry

step by step math problem solver Aug 20 2022
welcome to quickmath solvers solve new example help tutorial solve an equation inequality or a system example 2x 1 y 2y 3 x what can
quickmath do quickmath will automatically answer the most common problems in algebra equations and calculus faced by high school and
college students

akinator the mind reading genie Jul 19 2022
1178327042 games played 62393 today akinator can read your mind and tell you what character you are thinking of as if by magic think
of a real or fictional character answer few questions and akinator will try to guess who it is will you dare challenge the genie
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answer 97 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jun 17 2022
these are words and phrases related to answer click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of answer

strands hints and answers tom s guide May 17 2022
apr 16 2024   find out what today s strands hint and answer is for game 45 april 17 and get some hints for it you might need them plus see
the solutions to previous games

wall street wants answers from big banks about the economy Apr 15 2022
apr 11 2024   traders see a roughly 19 expectation that the fed will cut rates in june after the latest inflation data according to the cme
fedwatch tool that s down from a 56 expectation a day ago

wordle today the answer and hints for april 17 mashable Mar 15 2022
apr 17 2024   here s the answer for wordle 1033 on april 17 as well as a few hints tips and clues to help you solve it yourself tech science
life social good entertainment deals shopping travel

nyt crossword answers for april 16 2024 the new york times Feb 11 2022
apr 16 2024   tricky clues 15a there s a hint about this spare that might be kept in the boot in the clue s use of british lingo a boot in
england is a trunk and a car s tire is a

brave search is adopting ai to answer your queries techcrunch Jan 13 2022
apr 17 2024   the new answer with ai feature returns neatly formatted answers for questions like people who walked on the moon list of
all actors who played batman or how do descale nespresso pixie

south koreans still seek answers 10 years after sewol ferry disaster Dec 12 2021
apr 16 2024 04 27 pm ansan south korea south korea remembered the 304 people most of them school children who died on the sewol
ferry on the 10th anniversary of its sinking on tuesday
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wall street wants answers from elon musk on tesla s model 2 car Nov 10 2021
apr 17 2024   elon musk has kept investors hanging since he issued cryptic social posts following an exclusive april 5 reuters report that
tesla had scrapped its plans for a 25 000 model 2 electric vehicle
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